FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WISDOM AUDIO SAGE SERIES® COMPLETES THE STEWART
FILMSCREEN TRAINING FACILITY WITH UNPARALLELED AUDIO
QUALITY
– Wisdom Audio Sage Series high performance architectural loudspeakers selected for
inclusion in Stewart Filmscreen’s state-of-the-art training facility including the L150i
(L&R), C225i (C), L75m (Backs), STS (two subs), and a SC-1 System Controller
– Completed audio system also includes Lab.gruppen amplifiers, Transparent Audio
interconnects and speaker cables, and an Anthem audio/video controller
– Sage Series speakers complement the Stewart mission to match unparalleled picture
quality with the highest performance audio levels available, appealing to both
audiophiles and videophiles alike
Carson City, NV, August 18, 2011 – Wisdom Audio, the leader of planar magnetic
technologies for architectural speaker solutions, announced today that their Sage Series
speakers were chosen for inclusion in the Stewart Filmscreen training facility in
Torrance, CA, to be demonstrated with Stewart’s Director’s Choice projection screen.
Wisdom components include their L150i left and right channel speakers, a C225i center,
L75m backs, two STS subwoofers, and a SC-1 System Controller. To complete the
audio experience, the system features 19 channels of Lab.gruppen FP10000Q high
efficiency and power density amplification, Transparent Audio Custom Installation
interconnects and speaker cables, and Anthem’s D2v Audio/Video controller. Each
year, hundreds of dealers and integrators who look to this training facility for the latest in
screen technology will now have the opportunity to experience unparalleled audio
quality with the incorporation of this groundbreaking audio setup.
-More-

Wisdom Audio Stewart Training Center, continued
Wisdom Audio’s award-winning Sage Series raises the bar to an unprecedented level
for realized performance from architectural speakers. Life-like dynamics, low distortion,
high resolution, three dimensional sound staging and freedom from compression make
these speakers the perfect complement to Stewart Filmscreen’s state-of-the-art
screens. “I listened to the new Wisdom Audio systems earlier this year in their facilities
in Carson, NV and was very impressed. While viewing Avatar, I heard detail and new
sound bits that had not registered in previous viewings,” stated Grant Stewart, Stewart
Filmscreen CEO.
With Stewart Filmscreen’s unmatched quality in projection screen design, it is no
surprise that Wisdom Audio’s loudspeakers were used to complement their
extraordinary display. The versatile Sage Series speakers offer a sophisticated,
understated elegance that can either complement or virtually disappear from the room
as needed. This approach, when combined with awe-inspiring sound quality made this
brand a clear choice in creating the optimum home theater demonstration venue. As
picture and sound are intimately linked, each reinforces the other in conveying the
essence of a filmmaker’s vision or the emotional impact of a musical performance. The
addition of the Sage Series speakers completes the experience and appeals to
audiophiles and videophiles alike.
“Our goal in planning the audio system for the Stewart Training Center was to match the
impact of their Director’s Choice video perfection with state-of-the-art audio resolution
and dynamics,” states Todd Sutherland, Wisdom Audio VP Marketing. “Stewart has
given us the opportunity to demonstrate that no compromise audio can be achieved
behind a perforated screen in a home cinema, with in-walls. Dealers are encouraged to
bring their best clients into this facility, demonstrate the perfect marriage of audiophilelike resolution and horn-like movie dynamics and to open them to possibilities our
collective solutions provide. We know anyone leaving this theater will second guess
their own systems and be left asking how they might achieve this experience in their
own home.”
"As MK Marketing represents both Stewart Filmscreen and Wisdom Audio in our
territory, the MK team has the opportunity to wow the best dealers in our region with this
Director's Choice and Wisdom Audio system,” stated Mike Kavanaugh of MK Marketing.
“It's so much fun to watch and the reactions are always the same, [I'm blown away by
the performance of this system! I simply can't believe that I'm listening to in-walls with
those incredible dynamics and SPLs. I have clients who need to hear (and see) this
system.]”

Featuring Wisdom’s proprietary wideband planar magnetic line source technologies, the
Sage Series has found its niche among the greatest audio and video displays in
production. A complete experience, Stewart Filmscreen’s new training facility flawlessly
combines these reference elements to give dealers and integrators a holistic vision of
what is possible in the realm of home theater. Backed by exemplary sound quality and
extraordinary design, the Sage Series loudspeakers are the ideal addition to any home
theater or audio environment.
About Wisdom Audio
Wisdom Audio is the leader in designing and manufacturing high-performance planar
magnetic transducers for architectural speaker applications with more than 100 manyears experience. Wisdom Audio was founded in 1996 to create no-compromise planar
loudspeaker systems for the most demanding and critical audiophiles. Wisdom Audio
systems employ proprietary, custom-made planar magnetic and dynamic transducers
optimized for high performance, high-end architectural audio reproduction applications.
Its hybrid-technology systems have earned praise and awards from the specialized
media, while satisfying a growing base of customers and dealers worldwide. Wisdom
Audio’s multi-award winning Sage Series architectural products are handcrafted in
limited quantities by specialized craftsman at its headquarters in Carson City, Nevada.

For more information, please visit www.wisdomaudio.com or call (775) 887-8850.
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